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New Hues of Blue

   UN accused of ‘gross failure’ over alleged
   sexual abuse by French troops.
   Owen Bowcott

Under an Air Superiority sky, shaded
by Steel Blue wings of splayed, corroded
metal, we’re grounded on teal terrain,
nesting in tents of distressed
Bleu de France.

We call our home M’Poko, an indigo
mizzen peopled by soft-centred
periwinkles, stuck to the underbelly
of the Central African Republic.

Blue-Eared Glossy-Starlings, circling
midnight skies, flock here. Sharp-eyed,
resourceful – an adaptable species. Hooked
beaks thrust under makeshift shelters, stealing
our young. The baby-blue and Alice-hued,
our vulnerable juveniles pecking a living
amongst the rotting and moribund.

Under logos of doves, the innocents
are schooled in a spectrum of lessons
by teachers cloaked in heraldic Azure mantle.
Studies of pounding scant pounds of flesh,
while furnace-hot hands roast to smalt
fragile cobalt bodies, hollow bird-light bones.

Here is home economics for the homeless,
strong and weak deals – abiding ordeals –
taught by rote, of selling bodies to eat.
These birds are the Zaffre, the impure,
within the cleft of a double olive branch.

They leave lasting impressions, violet-blue
bruises tattooing tender skin, where
vermillion blood money mingles with
fetid waves of displacement blues. New
hues to cover the whole picture in this palm-
greased wasteland.

Karen Barton 
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Swung, connected

At sea a vision of Hell prayed 
to the lighthouse, the lights a flavor 
quite pretty, a dark wine, strong yellow.

A twin shadow called at noon,
        trembled blue 
                    behind home.

Days opened the door, walked
for a moment, fear—fear  softly twisting 
the jaw, hysterics hanging 
              in the place of the altar.

Blood found the wood and silk was lit
and in sweat this murder rose up 
and told her wet sheets 
         see the days 
                   and ways:

lustful on the radio,
glittering upon her breath.

This is an erasure poem. Source material: King, Stephen. Carrie. New York: 
Anchor, 2011. 60-65. Print.

E. Kristin Anderson
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Labia: The New Vellum   

Not sheet music stashed
under the bed, I mean pop
undermined by its own

veneer: the opposite
of vacancy. This is 
the palimpsest

you always knew
was there, wrinkles 
in the story threshing

through the skin. The names 
of every one who refused 
to rephrase her version 

of events. Everyone who refuses 
the phrase itself. There aren’t 
always versions. Some things are fixed:

dogs, cats, interest rates. Before 
kits there were caboodles 
and my heart-shaped box 

just wants sensible intake 
procedures. I asked for them 
twice, but routine 

testing for a girl 
who wandered 
into the emergency 

room was asking 
too much. Looking for 
rape implies guilty 

K. T. Billey
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parties, and we 
look after our boys. We didn’t
want to bother 

her. She was upset.
Unstable, the chart said, unstable 
upon admission. So I was told

while answering questions 
about the patient’s lifestyle. Never 
mind the power of the perceived

witness. The worst of it
is the threat of death 
isn’t the issue.

My problem is the constant 
assumption that I am theirs.

That I am a handful. 
That I will suck a statute 
of limitations through a straw 

while they say some things 
are hard on the ears. Well, some 
things are soft in the hands. Calfskin.

Scrotum. With sharp enough 
pens we could do those torn lips 
a little justice, make this ballpoint
 
glow in the dark. Scrawl 
on their spider sacks, see how 

they like it. Next time you can’t 
report, report back to me. We’ll see 
that they read it, and weep. 
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Things Lost Too Soon

Footprints in the sand
Writing on the blackboard
Childhood home on the dusty street
The high school best friend with the mole in her right eye
The loving aunt – only person who ever told the bedtime-stories
The one teacher who worried about your vulnerability
The spark in your daughter’s eyes at fifteen
The neighbor who stood by you during days of maelstrom
Cats who loved the fearful you when the lightning struck
The love that was meant to last forever
Temper of the man you once loved

Pratibha Kelapure
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The lycanthrope who loved

I listen to the whispers in my veins.
I don’t belong here, this is not my land,
there’s danger here I don’t quite understand
but still my bones will grow, flesh rearrange
each month, with vicious paralyzing pain,
that leaves a taste of copper on my tongue.
These mutant shifts began when I was young
as full moon shone its light on peak and plain.

My hunger rules me. Blood is bitter bread
to steal from others, leaving them to die.
I can’t refuse the changing, don’t know why.
My homeland I recall with morbid dread
where first I saw my father as he fed
and read my fate, star written in the sky.
How hard you fought. You didn’t want to die
but understand I loved you, as you bled.

Mercedes Webb-Pullman
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Extracting Feathers

There is a bird singing.
He is pleased with himself,
singing some infantile lullaby.

I cannot see him – just hear
every quaver, change in pitch.

I am seeking him out with my ears.

I sing back to him – wait for an answering note
then hold out my hand.
The princess can always draw birds to her.

He is still singing. I need to catch him, 
catch him so that I might capture that song,
hold it in my hand.

I will clutch him to me
– tight.
Pluck out every feather,
pile them according to size
along the edge of my desk.
I shall nib them, use them as quills
so that I might transcribe his song,
confine it to paper.

I need to catch him,
stop him from singing that lullaby,
my lullaby. I will not have it.
I will leave him naked on the grass,
I will fold his notes in on themselves,
lock them away in my drawer,
tucked up next to the notes of my mother.

Zoe Siobhan Howarth-Lowe
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Denial

You are not the serpent
You are its coiled stealth

You are not its fangs
You are their sharpness

You are not the venom
You are its toxicity

You are not its strike
You are the millisecond before its impact

You are not malice
You are the absolute absence of empathy

I do not hate you
I fear you

I do not shun you
I deny your existence

Over and over and over

Anne Casey
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Recipe for Disaster

First, stop cooking.
Let all the domesticity
of your lovely kitchen wither.
Let mold fill the fridge,
dishes pile in sink.  
Let the roaches gather.

The tidying of pillows, 
pictures, books, schedules,
and, yes, writing, forgotten. 
Weeds blossom. You’re a wild 
field now; a pasture 
gone to seed.

Make a strewing powder:
lavender, peppermint, straw.
Spread on the linoleum. Still,
you can’t cover despair’s stench: 
rotten apples, vodka, burnt 
bangs, gas lit cigarettes.

Guzzle your drink. He’s not
coming tonight, or tomorrow.
Your poems are rejected.
The promise you arrived with,
a white pillbox hat, matching coat, 
falls off. Stop paying your bills.

Lucy M. Logsdon
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What’s potential, but a chance 
to prove loss. Make another.
Kick your sleeping dog awake.
Break a mirror for good luck.
None of the given rules work.
You’re broken, a battered cat.

Grad school’s tin roof shelter
incinerated your pretty pawed feet.
Once the pet, you’ve doubled down
to the disaster. Heads shake
when you show up. No one warned 
you: talent doesn’t do disgrace.

Sleep in wadded piles of unwashed
clothes; grind your teeth at night.
Wisdom molars cut through 
bleeding gums. Bare them, then witness: 
you are the freak your mother 
promised you’d become.
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Abstinence

While barefoot for the MRI,
to establish the cold chance of pregnancy
the doctor asks—
are you sexually active?

I say Yes. Then—
no.
Sorry, no,
not with a man.

She frowns, form dangling—
I don’t follow.

Breath—
not active with a man.

She touches pen to page,
lifts it.

I draw in all the air—
same-sex partner.

She stares, nods.
Smiles—
I’m unclear what to put down.

Oh—
no.
Just write no.
Shaking my head
to clarify the negative.

We stand in wide silence
for a full minute.

She asks—
What if I just write abstaining,
is that appropriate?

Dawn Watson
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My face pinches a smile,
molasses-veil embarrassment.
Backless paper gown gripped
almost shut
with one hand—
the other splayed on my face
like an octopus
constringitur in morte—
but I think abstinence suggests
self-imposed restraint?

She smiles,
writes—
abstaining
in small, neat letters.
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His ‘Tell’

It became obvious, familiar:
That wringing of hands,
as if he were humble, meek, 
unable to look into another’s eye 
or disagree with the mildest.
She noticed through repetition.
Knew it prefaced tempers, ignition 
fast as incendiary liquid put to flame.
Warned of clouds of anger 
that would dim the room,
bring lunging fists, cutting words 
black with spite. 
Recognition enabled a certain manoeuvring, 
distance, hopeful amendments 
of speech, platitudes of deflection. 
Knowing put space between them 
as fragile as a glass screen, 
a subtle illusion of protection.
It helped her for years, brought 
a narrow path through a minefield.
She relied upon the knowledge,
used it to choreograph her safety.
It kept her that way for years. 
Until one day, it could not.

Miki Byrne
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